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WHAT’S NEW

UPCOMING EVENTS

Winter weather can
strike at any time from
November till March - or
even April, in unlucky
years! Don’t wait for ice
storms or walls of snow to remind you to look
over your emergency plans for your business
- check on your backups, remote-work
procedures, and communication now. If winter
weather hits, your employees will be able to
pivot seamlessly into remote work, contacting
patients and vendors without missing a beat.

Cyber Security Update 2022
Coming in March!
Free webinar with Derrick Weisbrod about
critical new cyber dangers and what you can do
to protect your business. Have your employees
take this important training on ransomware,
phishing, and cyber security essentials.

See more at: htadvisorsllc.com/events
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REFERRAL

JOIN THE HTA
ADVISORY COMMITTEE

Want to get up to $2,000 OFF your
annual IT investment?
Learn more at:
htadvisorsllc.com/about-us/referral-program

Our mission is to be trusted
advisors guiding healthcare
businesses through the
complex IT and HIPAA
landscape while providing
a comprehensive service
that always maintains a
human touch.

Contact us online, anytime! Email info@htadvisorsllc.com
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SWEETHEART DEAL: BRING A FRIEND AND SAVE BIG MONEY

HOW TO SAVE
UP
TO

$2000

Let them in on the secret you already know: the
reliable, personable IT professionals at Healthcare
Technology Advisors make your practice run
smoother (which makes your staff happier) and your
business is more profitable too!
And while you’re at it, you’ll be earning up to $2,000
off your annual Managed IT service costs with us!

How to save up to $2000 off your annual
bill with us!
Do you know a practice manager who struggles with
a moody, non-communicative IT staff? A Doctor
who doesn’t know how to log on to their computer
- ever? A billing manager who complains about the
staff computers crashing every week?

That way you get two benefits: Extra money for your
business and a friend with one less thing to complain
about!
To learn more about our referral program go to:
htadvisorsllc.com/about-us/referral-program

TECH TIP: HOW TO PROTECT YOUR PRACTICE FROM PHISHING
Now is the time to get your business ready to face new and evolving risks in 2022. Smart
companies are making cyber security a cornerstone of their growth strategy and it’s easy to see
why – just one cyber security incident can be devastating for any business.
Those cyber attacks are coming faster than ever before, putting your business in more danger
than you may be expecting. IBM reports that 84% of US organizations have experienced either a
phishing or ransomware attack in the last year, and that number is expected to keep on climbing.
Phishing is the most common way for ransomware to come to your business. Today’s cyber
criminals are stepping up their game with expertly crafted emails that use social engineering
to lure your employees. These bad actors are using enticing bait, known as clickbait, to grab an
employee’s interest and get them to click on a bad link. An estimated 97% of employees in a wide
array of industries) are unable to recognize a sophisticated phishing email.
That’s why keeping up with your staff’s security awareness training is so important. Businesses
that engage in regular security awareness training experience up to 70% fewer cybersecurity
incidents than companies that don’t.
Protect your company now by signing up for our FREE upcoming webinar “Cyber Security
Update 2022”, where we will discuss the current risks and best practices for dealing with the
evolving threat landscape.
To take advantage of this offer please call us at (314) 312-4701 or email us at info@htadvisorsllc.com
Get more free tips, tools and services at htadvisorsllc.com or call (314) 312-4701
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BREACH REPORT: HAVE YOU HEARD ABOUT LOG4J?

Log4j

Java
What even IS a Log4j? To put it as simply as I can,
Log4j is a part of code that is used in Java software.
As you’re probably aware, due to constant update
requests or websites complaining that Java isn’t
installed, Java is a software platform that is widely
used. So Log4j is a part of Java, and Java is used
almost everywhere.
The breach we are talking about is a newly
discovered zero-day vulnerability - meaning that this
vulnerability existed within the code already, and it
will exist until a patch is developed and published.
The news was publicly disclosed on Friday, December
10th of 2021. This vulnerability, called Log4Shell,
has existed within Java since 2013 - but no one
discovered it until late November of last year. Work
was underway to patch the vulnerability before the
news was made public, but fixing every application is
an ongoing process that requires different strategies
for different server setups and workspaces.
This vulnerability is as widespread as Java itself,
meaning that practically everyone who uses a
computer could be affected. Professionals at Ars
Technica (a website covering news and opinions in
technology, science, politics, and society) said it was
“arguably the most severe vulnerability ever.”
What does it do? Datto (an American cyber security
and data backup company) describes Log4Shell
like this: “Exploitation of the vulnerability requires
a single HTTP request containing malicious input
from anywhere in the world . . . The result is a full
system compromise and the exploit requires no
authentication. This is as bad as it comes, especially
given how widely this common software component
(Log4j) is deployed.”

Mitigation was underway before the news was
made public. Patches were released on December
6th for some versions of Log4j. The problem is
that there are so many varieties of Java software
being deployed across innumerable devices and in a
multitude of ways. One patch won’t work for every
version of Java that exists and is running. The work
continues to develop fixes for different instances
and setups of Java software.
A vulnerability like this isn’t preventable from an
end-user standpoint. The important next steps are
to make sure that all devices in your practice are
scheduled for updates and that they are receiving
those critical security patches. Having patch
management services in place through your IT
provider is a way to ensure that your entire network
is being cared for in this way, with updates being
tested and rolled out to your environment in a
controlled fashion. Ask your IT provider if they have
taken the necessary steps to address this Java
vulnerability.
It’s hard to stay up to date on everything going on
in cyber crime. Because of the immediate dangers
posed by the increase of cyber crime, Healthcare
Technology Advisors is hosting a free webinar
called “Cyber Security Update 2022” to help
bring you up to speed and give you the most
important information that you need. This is a tool
you can use to make sure that your employees
receive training on ransomware, phishing, and
cyber security essentials (at no cost to you!). This
webinar will be livestreamed in March and it will then
be available virtually at any time thereafter so that
your employees can attend when it is convenient for
them. Call us today at (314) 312-4701.

Contact us online, anytime! Email info@htadvisorsllc.com
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ARE YOU READY FOR NO SURPRISES?
January 1st, 2022 saw the beginning of the No Surprises Act, a law that includes protections for
consumers against surprise medical bills from out-of-network providers or facilities.
The bill’s main goal is to prevent consumers from being charged unexpectedly large amounts for services
that they reasonably thought would be covered by their insurance. Examples include emergency care and
out-of-network providers working at in-network facilities.
The law puts the responsibility on providers and
insurers to check a patient’s healthcare coverage to
see if a service is covered. Consumers must be given an
explanation of their billing protections and rights that
is simple and easy to understand. Consent must also be
given by the patient to waive their out-of-network billing
protection. While a provider cannot ask for a patient
to waive their protection for emergency care, they can
refuse to provide a non-emergency service without
consent being given.
While navigating the labyrinth of healthcare coverage is
complicated enough, another part of the No Surprises
Act requires that uninsured or self-pay patients receive
a “Good Faith Estimate” of the cost of their services.
Providers and facilities are required to ask about an
individual’s health insurance status or whether they
intend to use their coverage. If the individual is uninsured
or self-pay, the provider or facility must then provide
a close estimate of the cost of the services. This must
include all charges for services reasonably expected to be
provided along with the primary service, such as lab work
and anesthesia for a surgery.
Since developing a process and structure to provide
good faith estimates will take some time, HHS (the
Department of Health and Human Services) is
exercising enforcement discretion for the year of 2022
on this rule.
A major aspect of the law that is still being discussed is
the settlement of disputes between providers, facilities, and health plans. Since the consumer is generally
only responsible for paying the in-network costs for procedures, it is then left to the providers and health
plans to work out who will pay the remaining amount and how much it should be. Any party can start
an open negotiation, and if they can’t agree on a payment amount, an independent third-party dispute
resolution party will be called in to decide. This may change, as this part of the law has been challenged
legally by the AMA, AHA, and other provider organizations.
The first step towards compliance is developing a plain-language notice for your patients that explains
their rights and protections under the new law. The Department of Health and Human Services has
developed a model PDF that physicians can use. Next, start the work on developing a process for giving
good faith estimates of cost to uninsured or self-pay customers. Make sure your staff is trained on how to
communicate this information to your patients. Your billing department, if you have one, should also be
aware of the restrictions on balance billing any patient for out-of-network services.

Get more free tips, tools and services at htadvisorsllc.com or call (314) 312-4701
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